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to run a script if STDOUT is empty in a Makefile? How can I
run a script like: mysqlcheck --verbose --auto --info --show-
errors test if the output is empty? I want to do something like

this: mysqlcheck --verbose --auto --info --show-errors test
&& echo Ok but it doesn't work. A: You can change the shell

to be used by make. Instead of this: mysqlcheck --verbose
--auto --info --show-errors test Use this: SHELL=mysqlcheck
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--verbose --auto --info --show-errors test Note that you can't
have newlines in the middle of a Makefile variable. There is
no special syntax for the newlines in variable assignments. A:

I'd suggest writing a more complex bash script with
conditional constructs. You will need to create a bash script
like this: #!/bin/bash if [ -z "$(mysqlcheck --verbose --auto

--info --show-errors test)" ]; then # this is a empty output # do
something here fi Then call this script from your Makefile:

mysqlcheck --verbose --auto --info --show-errors test
&&./mysqlcheck.sh In vitro embryonic development of

tetrapl
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Oct 16, 2005 Version 2.0.10 is available for
Orcad 11 and 11.1, release is now. may be
used for design verification, packaging and
manufacturing applications. The Orcad SPB
users release of Orcad 11 is now available..
The Orcad SPB users release of Orcad 11 is
now available. Dec 2, 2004 The Allegro
PCB Design and Cadence SPB versions 7..
The Orcad SPB users release of Orcad 11 is
now available. Cadence-
Orcad-10.5-Portable.rar,. Cadence.. Orcad
10.5 crack (). Cadence SPB / OrCAD
16.30.000 is a comprehensive package of
design of electronic circuits, . Oct 6, 2003
included Cadence Orcad capture and layout
features in your software is limited..
Cadence SPB / OrCAD 16.30.000 is a
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comprehensive package of design of
electronic circuits, . Sep 26, 2004 You can
now run wave data in Allegro hardware
flow.. new facility for. including Cadence
Orcad capture and layout features in your
software is limited.. Cadence SPB / OrCAD
16.30.000 is a comprehensive package of
design of electronic circuits, . Oct 6, 2003
Oct 26, 2003 You can now run wave data in
Allegro hardware flow.. in industry-
approved Cadence Orcad design software.
Cadence-Orcad-10.5-Portable.rar,. Magpie-
Mac-Linux.tar.Z, Magpie-Mac-Linux.tar.gz.
I am trying to get OrCAD 10.5 to work on
the latest version of. Oct 26, 2003 The
following packages have been updated to
include Orcad. Cadence SPB / OrCAD
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16.30.000 is a comprehensive package of
design of electronic circuits, . Jul 14, 2003
The Orcad SPB users release of Orcad 11 is
now available.. The Orcad SPB users release
of Orcad 11 is now available. Sep 12, 2003
What's New in SPB/OrCAD 16.30.000?
Orcad SPB / OrCAD 16.30.000 is a
comprehensive package of design of
electronic circuits, . May 9, 2003
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